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SHEAR STRENGTH EVALUATION OF CLAY-ROCK MlXWRES 
Anthony T. Xannacchione' and Luis E. VallejoZ 
ABSTRACT 
At present, there is Iittle knowledge concerning the shear strength of cIays 
containing floating rock particles with concentrations from 0 ta 3P%. In practice, 
the effect of rock particIes is typicaIly disregarded in shear strength analysis The 
two primary reasons for this are: 1) a lack of agreement concerning the influence 
of rock partjcles on material strength, and 2) the expense and difficulty of testing 
day-rack mixtures with existing laboratory procedures. These factors have 
impeded the development of successful slope remediation design techniques far 
coltuvium derived from resistant sedimentary rocks or spoil produced hrn surface 
mining. This study reviewed 3 1 technical papers which contain analysis of shear 
strengths for clay and sands with varying mixtures of rock particles. These 
technical papers, published over the last 40 years, are comprised of field case 
studies, Iaboratory evaluations, and theoretical analysis. Evaluation of this body o f  
knowledge h a  shown that the shear strength gradually increases with increasing 
percentages of flodng partides in unsaturated clays. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important design input parameter needed for geotmhnical 
design is soil's shear strength. The shear strength is commonIy defined by the 
Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope: 
r = o , t a n @ + C  
(11 
where t - Shear strength, 
u, = Normal stress, 
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